
Two NRO satellites launched in the past
two years have malfunctioned in ways that
have seriously hindered their performance;
this has caused the agency to delay several
planned launches of new satellites, until
the problems with the existing ones can be
diagnosed. Meanwhile, a substantial num-
ber of America’s spy satellites are nearing
the end of their planned lifespans, and
replacements are slow to come.

All of this has led to two key changes in
policy. First, the military and the intelli-
gence community have begun to make
greater use of civilian satellites, operated
by private companies, both for communica-
tion and for reconnaissance. Second, the
CIA—apparently with support from
Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld—has
opened a new office to manage future spy
satellite operations, potentially doing an
end-run around the NRO.

Meanwhile, as the future of America’s
large and expensive cutting-edge spy satel-
lites remains less than certain, a new breed
of small, highly mobile satellites geared for
non-military use is hitting the scene.
These “microsatellites,” in some cases
weighing less than 50 pounds each (larger
satellites weigh thousands of pounds), offer
greater flexibility and control, and can dra-
matically reduce the costs of simple over-

flight and reconnaissance tasks.
The European Space Agency is leading

the way in microsatellite operations with
its PROBA (Project for On-Board
Autonomy) program. The first PROBA
satellite is already in orbit. It can navigate
itself—using GPS signals and sophisticat-
ed constellation mapping—and can receive
and automatically prioritize work-requests
(for climate monitoring, ocean surveys,
and other information-gathering) from sci-
entists around the world.

Although the Europeans are the biggest
players in the microsatellite game, they are
not alone. Some smaller nations have
begun similar programs. Nigeria and
Turkey, not normally known as leaders in
the aerospace industry, both recently
began such projects, with microsatellites
launched from Russia in September; oth-
ers, including Thailand and Vietnam, may
soon do the same. 

In the early years of man’s forays into
space, the satellite game was a clash of
superpowers. Today, smaller nations and
private interests are increasingly involved,
which suggests that America’s old
approach to keeping an eye on the nation-
al interest from space is in need of a seri-
ous overhaul.
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On September 30, 2003, a subcommit-
tee of the Senate Committee on
Governmental Affairs held a hearing

on copyright infringement. Two rap stars came
to testify.

LL Cool J: Artists are a huge, and
extremely important part of American cul-
ture. We’re the dreamers. We don’t write

the laws like you guys. We don’t necessar-
ily have the power on certain levels that
you guys have, but we’re the dreamers.
This is—we’re the guys who make the
movies and create the scenarios where the
American guy goes in and wins, and the
rest of the world sees it and says,
“America’s not so bad.”

‘We’re the Dreamers’
Senators Hear Opposing Views on Piracy from Two Rappers
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We need protection. We need help. A lot
of people will say, “Well, I’ll take care of
myself. Don’t worry about me,” and there
are other artists who feel differently, and I
understand that. I have—I don’t feel like
anyone shouldn’t have the right to their
own opinion. I just know that, when you
have producers, you have the drummer
who’s just a session drummer, he’s not LL.
He’s not getting the big check and doing
the movie thing and all of the talk show
stuff that I do, but he’s on the drum. He’s
making a living. If you take this guy—or
you have a producer, a keyboardist, a song-
writer—these people can’t live.

The entertainment industry—we’re just
going to give it away. We’re just going to say,
“Okay, now it’s free. That’s it. It’s okay.” And
that’s it? It’s just—in my opinion, I just think
it’s anti-American, and I think the thing that
makes America great is the fact that we can
get—we can make money and create jobs in
all of these different ways… I’m not against
technology. I’m not against the Internet. I
just wish that these things could be done—

music could be downloaded legitimately.
Chuck D: I speak at many colleges.

They know it’s a crumbling economy.
Increasing tuition—the college student
would rather have Wendy’s and lunch than
try to buy expensive CDs. The collusion of
five record companies and four radio net-
works and TV outlets is becoming an issue
of the FCC. And as it pertains to artists, it
stifles the growth of grassroots businesses
from the bottom up to the top…

Music was sold and exchanged at swap
meets, flea markets, illegal tapes were sold
to build and promote the music in the first
place in the Eighties and in the Nineties.
And as far as rock ‘n’ roll, blues licks were
taken from the Mississippi Delta without
authorization, so people could spend $180
to check out the Rolling Stones do them all
over again.

So the record industry is hypocritical
and the domination has to be shared. P2P
to me, means “power to the people.” And
let’s get this to a balance. And that’s all
we’re talking about.
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Notes & Briefs
Spammer Justice, Cloned Food, Solar Flares, etc.

Citing the need to keep civil rights in
step with scientific progress, the U.S.

Senate recently passed a bill aimed at stop-
ping genetic discrimination. The potential
law would bar insurance companies from
using genetic information to deny medical
coverage or set premiums, and prohibit
employers from using genetic knowledge
in hiring and firing decisions. Advances in
genetic testing have made it possible to
detect a person’s predispositions to heart
attacks, glaucoma, cystic fibrosis, and some
cancers, raising the specter of insurance
companies denying coverage to those most

likely to need it. The measure sailed
through the Senate by a 95-0 vote, though
passage in the House is unlikely to be so
easy. The health insurance industry oppos-
es the bill, calling it, in a recent statement,
“a solution in search of a problem.”

~

In the last issue of The New Atlantis, we
mentioned the creation of the world’s

first cloned mule, and suggested that the
first cloned horse might soon follow. In
fact, the first cloned horse had already
been born back in May, although it wasn’t
announced until August (after we last
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